Brand new innovative line marking machine hits Ontario market

Master’s Turf Supply of Harriston, Ontario is the first supplier to bring this brand new award winning line marking machine into Ontario. The Impact XP line marking machine provides better and brighter lines by providing superb coverage on both sides of the leaf blade in a single pass. It can mark a standard soccer pitch from just one litre of paint. The paint comes in 5 litre recyclable bags. No mixing, no pouring, no mess. The performance, ease of use and cost savings with the Impact XP line-marking system will outperform any competition currently available. If you would like a demonstration please contact Everett at everett@mastersturfsupply.com.
Outsmart Mother Nature... Year Round!

**EVERGREEN™ TURF COVERS**

With 30 years of field proven experience and the longest warranties, EVERGREEN™ from COVERMASTER is the smart choice

SMART EDGE TECHNOLOGY™
- Hems and grommets are not required
- Unlike Polypro fabrics, EVERGREEN™ will not unravel
- Can be cut to custom sizes and shapes on site
- Anchor pins can be placed anywhere on the cover

UNIQUE DESIGN CREATES A TRULY 4-SEASON TURF COVER
- Winter blanket • Early spring green-up • Summer overseeding & repair • Frost protection • Extend your growing season

BE SURE TO ASK FOR EVERGREEN™, THE ONE WITH COLOR
- Provides additional light spectrum benefits for the turf
- Choose color based on your climate

**COVERMASTER™**
AHEAD OF THE GAME

Call Toll Free: 1-800-387-5808
Int’l: +1-416-745-1811 • FAX: 416-742-6837
E-mail: info@covermaster.com
www.covermaster.com
© 2013 Covermaster Inc.
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**Lawn Care | Professional Turf | Sports Fields | Sod | Municipalities**

**Scott Bowman, Turf Specialist**
P 519.338.3840
sbowman@speareseeds.ca
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**www.speareseeds.ca**
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**Turf Genius™ Self Repairing PR Mixture**
- Regenerating Perennial Ryegrass
- Aggressive lateral growth
- Excellent wear tolerance
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**Turf Genius™ Self Repairing TF Mixture**
- Rhizomatous Tall Fescue
- Superior deep root system
- Advanced technology
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**Jump Start: Kentucky Bluegrass**
- 5 to 7 day germination
- Compact Kentucky Bluegrass
- High traffic tolerance
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**Yellow Jacket™ Seed Coating**
- Higher germination
- Holds 800 times its weight in water
- Helps seed thrive while conserving water